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QUESTION 1

Without manually restarting the SMTP server task, how often will it automatically check for changes to Configuration
Settings documents? 

A. Never 

B. Two minutes 

C. Hourly 

D. Daily at midnight 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the followingfields only exists when configuring a roaming user with a roaming policy setting document? 

A. Roaming server 

B. Roaming directory 

C. Keep ID in address book 

D. Customize text for the first user dialog box 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Chaz, the Domino administrator, has noticed performance issues when LDAP searches are being performed against the
Domino Directory. Which of the following is the best offered solution to improve performance? 

A. Extend the LDAP schema to add new attributes 

B. Create a full text index of the Domino Directory 

C. Configure Directory Assistance to load all users into memory in advance 

D. Delete the ($LDAP) view in theDomino Directory and let it rebuild automatically 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

A Notes mail message is sent by Miguel to an Internet address through an adjacent Domino domain over NRPC that
then sends mail to the Internet over SMTP. Miguel is now attempting torecall the mail message. Which of the following
will be the result of his attempt? 
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A. He will receive an email that he cannot recall the email message 

B. He will immediately receive a prompt that the message is not enabled for message recall 

C. He will receive a message from the Internet recipients mail server that the message cannot be recalled 

D. He will successfully recall the message if it is allowed in the server configuration and enabled in his user policy 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Your enterprise users receivelarge lists of ambiguous names when performing name look- ups for addressing mail
messages. Which of the following will remove the ambiguous names? 

A. Remove the alternate directories from the cluster directory 

B. Disable specific directories from mail lookups in admin4.nsf 

C. Enable specific directories to be utilized for credentials only in Directory Assistance 

D. Specify that the primary Domino Directory is the only mail addressing source within the server configuration
document 

Correct Answer: C 
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